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Introduction 

 The greatest student minds of physics and, in particular, mechanics lead by 

Newton, Einstein, and others have always strived to understand the 

mechanics of Universe, or more appropriately ‘existence.’  

 The ultimate goals of these scholars in their scientific life have been to 

formulate ‘a Theory of Everything.’ 

 And, with no surprise, they have all failed. 

 

The Meagerness of the Quantum Theory 

 The fundamental shortcoming of Einstein’s formulation for describing the 

Theory of Everything is that it does not allow for thought, the most 

prominent source of energy in the Omniverse, as a contributing parameter in 

the equation. 

 Therefore, the equation could not balance, and therefore, it fails.  

 It actually turns out that humanity, at this stage of consciousness and power 

of comprehension and discernment, will not be able to come up with such an 

equation presently. 

 The most fundamental limitation stems from the fact that mankind currently 

does not have adequate understanding and appreciation for the 

phenomenon of consciousness that is the very crux of the equation.  

 The author has sufficiently emphasized the importance of consciousness in 

creating reality through thought prognosis previously. 

 Indeed, the mechanics of conscious creation is undoubtedly driven by 

projection of crystal clear thoughts qualified as beliefs, without any inherent 



possibility of doubt, as filtered through the pituitary and pineal glands, with 

the affirmation of incumbent support of emotional commitment, as verified 

by the thymus within a physical body capable of producing impeccability. 

 Indeed, the concepts of space and time are illusional.  

 In reality, neither space nor time actually exists. 

 Therefore, the foundation of time and space continuum only exists and is 

created within the conscious mind of humanity. 

 Strictly speaking, we all consistently live in a NOW moment within all parallel 

realities. 

 Consciousness, or ‘life’ as we look upon, is not continuous. 

 We all ‘live’ in a vacillating status of consciousness through vibrating, by 

jumping in and out of existence. 

 Since the period or wavelength of this vibration is extremely minute in our 

present perception, we do not ‘sense’ the absent time period which is of the 

order of 10 to the power of -43 second. 

 The consciousness that we obtain is through receiving coded coherent Light 

energy in what may be referred to as ‘unit consciousness.’ 

 The extent of Light attained determines our ‘Light Quotient,’ which is 

another measure of consciousness. 

 Correspondingly, our ‘natural frequency of vibration,’ or simply ‘vibration 

rate’ is yet another indication of our state of consciousness. 

 And, ultimately, it all relates to the extent of energy we acquire, which is our 

consciousness energy. 

 Recall, everything in the Universe is energy, and the Principle of 

Conservation of Energy indicates that, once present, energy cannot be 

destroyed and it can only change form. 

 Thus, once our ‘oversoul’ is created by the Almighty and is given energy of 

consciousness, it may create fragments of itself, referred to as the ‘soul’, and 

furthermore, it may disperse this energy to its fragmented soul constituents; 

but it may never be destroyed. 

 This is why, ethereally speaking, we are all eternal beings, and never die.   

 Our physical vehicle can perish, but we live forever etherically. 



 The overall objective of a conscious Being is to evolve in awareness through 

‘life’ experimentations and learning as to increase consciousness to graduate 

to higher dimensions of existence, each characterized by their enhanced 

vibration rates and degrees of consciousness energy.   

 In this respect, we can distinguish among distinct ‘dimensions’ of existence. 

 It needs to be further clarified that the primary reason for oversoul 

fragmentation is that so we reincarnate in multiple bodies simultaneously 

and learn as much as possible separately, and then integrate later and get 

the benefit of acquired wisdom of our aggregate constituents. 

 The mechanics of consciousness or ‘life’ has been discussed in detail 

elsewhere. 

 Considering our limited 3D consciousness, we describe a space continuum 

field characterized by 3 different translational and 3 rotational coordinates, 

and we seek to analyze and track the spatial position of points within this 

continuum through application of tensor calculus. 

 Each point is traced by assigning a position vector characterized by defining 3 

different scalar quantities that are related to its translational coordinates. 

 Similarly, a line may be traced in the continuum through characterization of 

its rotation within the field defined by three distinct angles describing the 

rotational positioning of the line relative to the aforementioned coordinate 

system.  

 The characterization of the position of one point with respect to another 

[points at the end of the said line] signifies the quantity of one vector 

depending on another vector, which in terms of tensor calculus represents a 

second order tensor.  

 Therefore, in order to describe the positions of two such points in the 

‘space,’ we need to quantify 3 to the power 2 scalar coordinates, which 

comes to 9 scalars.  

 These quantities represent 3 translational-translational, 3 rotational-

rotational coordinates and three hybrid or cross quantities that would signify 

the dependence of one translational coordinate with respect to another 



rotational coordinate, and vice versa.  Symmetry is assumed regarding the 

hybrid coordinates. 

 With the addition of time as another dimensional coordinate there are 10 

dimensions to consider. 

 Considering the interaction of one Universal ‘time-space’ continuum with 

respect to a neighboring one, through description of yet another dimensional 

coordinate we obtain 11 total dimensions. 

 In order to relate the dimensional nature of the aforementioned 3D 

continuum to that of the consciousness dimensions, let us focus on the 

question of existence of ‘time’ and ‘space’ first. 

 In a physical world, it is often easy to relate to the concept of spatial 

coordinates as we would simply visualize moving left to right, up and down, 

and to and fro, and vice versa. 

 Similarly, it is not difficult to imagine rotating about an axis in a clockwise or 

counter-clockwise manner, of which there are three distinct axes to consider. 

 However, what exactly is space?  

 Likewise, as we reincarnate in a delicate, tiny body at birth, and we watch 

ourselves grow to adulthood, and constantly observe an ever-changing, 

dynamic Universe around us, it is easy to think of time and have the notion 

of past, present, and future. 

 Furthermore, living in the 3rd dimension, with low and limited consciousness, 

in a dimension emanated by relatively  low–velocity Light, with a sufficiently 

delayed consciousness ‘time’ period of 10 to the -43 [as characterized by our 

low status of consciousness], it is vitally ‘sensible’ that we perceive the 

existence and cruciality of ‘time’ in our reality. 

 Remember, consciousness is obtained through projection of stroboscopic  

 Light, and a faster flashing Light instigates higher Light quotient and 

consciousness.  

 Furthermore, more delayed consciousness period prompts lower vibration 

rate.  

 But, again, what exactly is time, when considered as a coordinate? 



 Although our mainstream scientist would disagree, the speed of light is in 

fact NOT constant.  

 Physical space, as we think of it, in truth, does not exist, rather it is a 

hologramic projection, but one that follows certain parameters or laws.  

 In truth, space and time are different expressions of the same phenomena.  

 In a manner of speaking, space is congealed time, and its velocity relative to 

the speed of light determines the density of the congealed space.  

 Time is varied by light velocity and light geometry according to dimensional 

perspective.  

 So the geometry of light is an aspect of dimensional time. 

 Likewise, distance is a factor of light velocity. 

 As such distance in space is a variable.  

 It is possible in higher dimension that the distance between two separate 

places, two distinct and separate points is zero.  

 Likewise, the time sequence between two separate events can also be zero. 

 This is called the eternal NOW. All are variables of velocity.  

 Thought, the very essence of Creative Mind is what may be referred to as the 

‘innerspace.’ 

 True reality is ‘innerspace,’ and the Cosmos of innerspace expands constantly 

in terms of energy and consciousness.  

 And, indeed, everything is consciousness, and everything is energy. 

 Archangel Metatron, in one of his Higher Expressions as ‘Lord Metatron, is in 

his role, converts inner space, or Creative Mind, into Coded Light. 

 This, through a great cooperative, congeals Coded Light energetically into our 

physical dimensional realities. 

 

The Present Speeding Nature of ‘Time’ 

 Undoubtedly, you have noticed by now that ‘time’ is speeding up.  

 All of us are innately aware of this within our higher perceptions.  

 In 2007, it was determined that our typical 24 hour day was equivalent to 18 

hours when compared to two decades ago. 



 Indeed, the days of our now, contain less than 18 hours of time, although our 

timepieces measure 24.  

 However, our bodies know better.  

 If we accept the postulates that are given to us from the higher dimension, it 

is easier to understand the changes that are taking place, changes that both 

our body and higher mind readily sense and feel.  

 Time is indeed speeding up and will continue to do so.  

 This is a natural consequence of Light accelerating. 

 It is now the time for ascension of mankind to higher dimensions of 

consciousness, which will begin on 12/21/2012. 

 This is the time for Ascension as was predicted by the ‘Mayan’ Calendar and 

other prophets of the yesteryears.  

 Our higher mind is fully aware that it can meld with the new higher Light 

quotients, and as such, helps us adjust to the increasing frequencies of the 

heralded Ascension.  

 It is recommended that those of us who wish to skillfully adapt to the 

frequencial metamorphisms, take better care of our physical vehicles.  

 It is recommended that we spend more time in quiet meditation, and tap 

into the frequency of the conscious grid.  

 Archangel Metatron has channeled many such meditation exercises through 

James Tyberonn and others.  

 The physical body and the human etheric body can more easily adjust to the 

crystalline frequencies through the use of higher frequency quartz crystals, 

phi spiral multi-faceted Vogel crystals and specific gemstones.  

 Certain of our gemstones, especially those that are single refractive, have the 

ability to ‘slow’ the speed of light. Our scientists know this.  

 Recommended single refractive gems are diamonds of at least one carat, and 

tsavorite or demantoid garnets of over 2 carats.  

 These SR Gems can assist us most effectively, as well as enhance our life 

force. 

 

 



Earth’s New Crystalline Consciousness Grid and Fimament 

 It is of grave importance that we understand that the geometric, energetic 

grid that is being ‘fired’ into brilliance, the 144 Crystalline Grid on 12/12/12, 

and the fact that it is bringing many changes to our physical reality through 

laws of physics and laws of consciousness that are currently beyond the 

scope of most of humanity, and certainly well above the conceptions of 

mainstream academia on the Earth at this time.  

 These topics are covered separately in detail elsewhere.  

 Suffice it to say that below is a compilation of the information that has been 

provided to us by Archangel Metatron regarding Earth’s new Crystalline 

Crysto-Electric Consciousness Energy Grid and the firmament. 

 The grids grow into completion. 

 Beyond the 144 Crystalline, will be the Polyhedron 120 Geodesic sphere, and 

it will achieve its completion by the year of 2024.  

 Multidimensional access will be fully achieved with the Crystalline Grid. 

 In truth, the Polyhedron 120 is a greater aspect of the crystalline field.  

 The completion of the grid system will complete a cycle that will lead to the 

eventual establishment of a ‘Crystalline Firmament.’  

 The Crystalline Firmament will evolve in a sequence after the adjustment of 

the axial and polar energies of the planet; after the changes of what is 

termed global warming; after the planet sheds her old skin and adorns her 

new one. 

 Consider the geometric-crystalline completion of the geodesic grids as a 

flower achieving full bloom, at which point a cosmic pollination will occur 

and an energetic seed-field will come into effect.  

 The very completion of the perfect geometric form germinates a new field 

from its unified perfection; and that field may be called the Crystalline 

Firmament. 

 It will emerge as two great elliptical bands of energy that intersect at 90-

degree angles around the planet. 

 One will carry the color and essence of platinum, the other of gold.  

 One will be electrical in nature the other magnetic.  



 Their energies will circulate in modulated opposition, and the field between 

the two will encompass the planet in a spherical manner.  

 And from this a conscious self-aware field circumnavigates the planet to 

allow for an even greater perfection of the Earth.  

 This Crystalline Firmament will allow for what was termed by the ancients as 

the 1000 years of peace; better said, as a modulated amplification of 

balanced resonance. The magnetics of the planet will be in supreme, optimal 

balance. 

 The Earth and Human Kind will have need for the Crystalline Firmament, and 

will call it forth. It will assist in many roles, perhaps more than you imagine.  

 It will deflect meteorites and comets. 

 It will lessen the effects of gamma rays into the Earth’s atmosphere.  

 It will come forth by a natural and scientific effort. 

 In this respect, it will propel humanity to a Class IIV or higher civilization, 

capable of guardianship and maintaining its planet of inhabitation and 

warding off against outside attacks and astronomical disasters.    

 It is the natural offspring of the completed crystalline grid. 

 The firmament is not new.  

 The bible speaks of a firmament that occurred in the most ancient of days, 

and described it as a ‘dome’ in the sky. 

 Before our planet had a grid system, it has a firmament.  

 Before our planet became a planet of lesson, a planet of duality, it had a 

protective sheath called the firmament.  

 The ancient firmament encircled the planet in two layers, one magnetic and 

one electrical, and between the two layers there existed a complex 

crystalline form of ice.  

 The frozen water was slightly saline and held properties that enabled the 

winds and all weather to be modulated.  

 At that time, the Earth was a place of supreme creation, of adventure.  

 It had not yet evolved into the school it since became.  

 It was, one might say, the original Garden of Eden, before serpents and 

apples.  



 Before the fall of the firmament the Earth was not a planet of duality. 

 That which some terms the great fall was the dissolution of the firmament.  

 In truth, it was by design that a great wave seared through the cosmos, one 

so powerful that the firmament fell into particulate, and the earth shifted on 

its axis.  

 The magnetic shield was absorbed into the inner core of the earth, and the 

electrics, into the crystalline minerals and indeed into the DNA of mankind. 

 From this particulate, arose the gravity grid and the evolution of the 

icosahedronal human electric grid.  

 From the dissolution of the firmament, man began his journey in duality, in 

lesson.  

 The rest, as you we say, is history. 

 And this history, in all its parallels and probabilities and eternal NOWS, over 

the eons of Earth time, in the blink of an eye, brought us to the Harmonic 

Convergence, the great measurement, and to the coming Ascension. 

 All is on course, all is evolving, and all is perfect in the geometric Grids. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


